ICD 2020 - Safe Works (to the tune of Lizzo’s Truth Hurts)

Boyfriend: I’m so excited we’re finally doing this. Taking out relationship to the next level.
Lizzo: Me too, I’m SO ready. You got condoms?
Boyfriend: Condoms? We don’t need any, babe. We’re in love….
::RECORD SCRATCH::
Why stress when you can just play safe?
Verse 1
I just took an STD test, turns out I’m 100% checked out,
And I plan to keep it that way,
So if you don’t wanna wrap it, that’s okay by me,
But bye bye out the door, I only do it safely.
You could had all of this, not a problem,
Only thing I’m saying is: put on a condom.
We could be getting down,
But now get out of my face,
Cause that’s the sound,
Of someone taking your place.
Chorus
Why stress when you can just play safe?
My body, imma I do it for my sake.
Safe works, yeah it really just makes sense.
Our health for a little bit of latex.
Don’t need love, just gimme some respect see
Change your mind, then can you just text me,
Cause safe works and we can make it sexy like,
Bam bam bam bah heyyyy
Verse 2
You say it breaks the mood?
Well I don’t mean to be rude,
But would some itchy scratchy rashiness
Be a better look on you, dude?
No No, I didn’t think so,
Won’t let nobody dim my glow,

Cause I will never never never do anything that I’m not up for.
I put the sayyyyyyy in safety
I say I ain’t reeeeeeady for no babies!
So you can run along, all the best, I wish you well.
Just a shame cause you seemed like an XL.
Chorus
Bridge
You can get tested in a minute,
It’s confidential , no it ain’t nobody’s business
I know I am alright, and you can keep tight, as long as we just wrap it like,
Ay ay ay!
Chorus

